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Introduction
The design event for the El Zagal Area Flood Risk Management Project is the 1-percent annual chance
flood elevation as identified in FEMA’s preliminary Flood Insurance Study (FIS) for eastern Cass
County, which became effective on January 16, 2015. The earthen levees for the El Zagal Area Flood
Risk Management Project were constructed to an elevation of 902.4 NAVD 1988 or approximately river
stage 44’ corresponding to the USGS gage in Fargo , which is above the FEMA preliminary 1-percent
annual chance base flood elevation of river station 39.3’ plus 4 feet of freeboard. The project will be
constructed entirely outside of the regulatory floodway. A complete interior drainage analysis of gravity
outfall conditions and coincident rainfall during blocked gravity flow is included in Appendix C of El
Zagal Phase 1 Design Document Report and in Appendix C of El Zagal Phase 2 Design Document
Report.
Analysis
This hydraulic analysis utilized the Hydrologic Engineering Center - River Analysis System (HEC- RAS
v5.0.1 April 2016).
Recently, a LOMR was approved on the Minnesota side of the river across from the El Zagal project
that, in this report, will be referred to as the “Moorhead Country Club levee”. The Moorhead County
Club levee LOMR was issued on June 24, 2016 as FEMA Case No.: 16-05-3467P.
The duplicate effective and post project conditions hydraulic models developed for the Moorhead
Country Club hydraulic analysis were used for the duplicate and corrected effective hydraulic models
for this study, which was accomplished after the original design. The HEC-RAS models were truncated
so as to represent only the pertinent reach in the vicinity of the Moorhead Country Club and El Zagal
projects. The model contains cross section data that defines the channel geometry and riverine
characteristics.
Exhibit A includes a certified topographic work map that shows the locations of the original Cass County
FIS hydraulic model cross sections in black, as well as new grey cross sections that were added to
sufficiently analyze the effects of the project. Exhibit A also contains the freeboard profiles for El Zagal
Phase 1 and Phase 2.
The modeled cross sections were placed in such a way that the Moorhead Country Club levee could
be modeled as an obstruction orientated perpendicular to the direction of flow on the Red River. The
overbank characteristics for the additional cross sections were developed using available LiDAR
elevation data (International Water Institute, 2008). Bathymetry elevation data for the Red River,

developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers - St. Paul District in 2008 and 2010, was utilized to
define the channel geometry at each new cross section location. The truncated model uses a starting
water surface elevation from the corresponding cross section (338.5) from the FIS study and the flood
events the FIS modeled to maintain consistency between the full FIS model and the truncated model
used to analyze potential impacts of the project. As mentioned, the El Zagal project is just across the
river from the Moorhead Country Club levee project. That allows the Moorhead Country Club project
HEC-RAS model to be used for the El Zagal project.
The 10-, 50-, 100-, and 500-yr events have been analyzed to determine the project impacts over a
range of events, and are in the HEC-RAS model included in the digital LOMR submittal. Table 1
displays the corrected effective and post-project water surface elevation comparison for the 100-year
event.
The El Zagal project does not increase the profile for the base flood event (0.00 feet) or the floodway
run (0.00 feet). Table 2 presents the project impacts with the floodway analysis. Similar to the FIS,
floodway data tables showing the corrected effective, and post-project model results are detailed in
Table 3 and Table 4. Table 5 contains FEMA freeboard regulation calculations. The Cass County
Floodway Data Table is found in Table 6 with the study area framed. The stage increases presented in
Table 4 are identical to the stage increases for the Moorhead County Club levee LOMR, which was
approved.
If the revision from a LOMR results in changing or establishing floodway boundaries, a floodway public
notice or notification of affected landowners is required. That notification is not required for this project
since the analysis shows no change to the regulatory floodway.
If the revision from a LOMR results in any widening/shifting/establishing of the based flood plain and/or
any BFE increases notification of affected landowners is required. That notification is also not required
since there are no BFE increases or adverse increase to the floodplain.
Since the constructed El Zagal levee does not increase the water surface profile for the floodway run,
the floodway will remain unchanged and a regulatory floodway revision notification is not applicable.
For FEMA to accredit a levee as providing a 1-percent annual chance level of flood protection, the
levee system must meet, and continue to meet, the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
requirements described in Chapter 1, Section 65.10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (44 CFR
65.10). This requires that levees have at least 3 feet of freeboard above the BFE and be 3.5 feet
above BFE at the upstream end. The steady flow model regulatory water surface elevations were
used to determine that the levees meet minimum freeboard requirement found in 44 CFR 65.10(b) as
shown in Table 5.
Conclusion
The hydraulic analysis indicates that during the 100-year flood, the constructed El Zagal levee will
cause no impact on the 100-year water surface elevations (0.00 ft), with no stage increase on the
floodway water surface elevations (0.00 ft) as well. Table 1 summarizes the computed water surface
elevations on the Red River near the project for both the Corrected Effective model as well as the PostProject model, 100-year profile. Table 2 summarizes the computed water surface elevations on the
Red River near the project for both the Corrected Effective model as well as the Post-Project model,
floodway run profile. Additionally, the output table from the hydraulic model for the modified reach is
attached in Exhibit 2. To verify model adequacy, cHECk-RAS was run with results and responses to
the results as presented in Exhibit C. The approved Moorhead Country Club levee LOMR is in Exhibit
D for reference.

Table 1: El Zagal Flood Mitigation Project – 100 – year Hydraulic Impacts
Post‐Project Conditions
Numbered Cross
Corrected Effective
Water Surface
Sections
Water Surface Elevation
Elevation
353
898.98
898.98
352 BD
898.80
898.80
351.6
898.79
898.79
351.4
898.72
898.72
351
898.54
898.54
348.8
898.53
898.53
348
898.48
898.48
345 BC
898.48
898.48
344.6
898.41
898.41
344.5
898.40
898.40
344.4
898.39
898.39
344.3
898.36
898.36
344.2
898.27
898.27
344.1
898.24
898.24
344 BB
898.21
898.21
343.6
898.13
898.13
343.3
898.08
898.08
343
897.99
897.99
342.95
897.96
897.96
342.9
897.92
897.92
342.85
897.90
897.90
342.8
897.89
897.89
342.75
897.90
897.90
342.7
897.88
897.88
342.6
897.85
897.85
342.5 BA
897.84
897.84
342.3
897.83
897.83
342.2
897.80
897.80
342.1
897.68
897.68
342 AZ
897.63
897.63
341.5
897.61
897.61
341
897.54
897.54
340 AY
897.47
897.47
339.6
897.45
897.45
339.3
897.44
897.44
339
897.25
897.25
338.5 AX
897.24
897.24

Change in Water
Surface
Elevation
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Table 2: El Zagal Flood Mitigation Project‐ 100‐year Floodway Run Hydraulic Impact
Post‐Project Conditions
Change in
Numbered Cross
Corrected Effective
Water Surface
Water Surface
Sections
Water Surface Elevation
Elevation
Elevation
353
899.20
899.20
0.00
352 BD
899.04
899.04
0.00
351.6
899.03
899.03
0.00
351.4
898.96
898.96
0.00
351
898.79
898.79
0.00
348.8
898.77
898.77
0.00
348
898.73
898.73
0.00
345 BC
898.72
898.72
0.00
344.6
898.66
898.66
0.00
344.5
898.65
898.65
0.00
344.4
898.64
898.64
0.00
344.3
898.61
898.61
0.00
344.2
898.50
898.50
0.00
344.1
898.48
898.48
0.00
344 BB
898.45
898.45
0.00
343.6
898.37
898.37
0.00
343.3
898.31
898.31
0.00
343
898.24
898.24
0.00
342.95
898.21
898.21
0.00
342.9
898.17
898.17
0.00
342.85
898.15
898.15
0.00
342.8
898.14
898.14
0.00
342.75
898.15
898.15
0.00
342.7
898.13
898.13
0.00
342.6
898.10
898.10
0.00
342.5 BA
898.09
898.09
0.00
342.3
898.08
898.08
0.00
342.2
898.05
898.05
0.00
342.1
897.94
897.94
0.00
342 AZ
897.89
897.89
0.00
341.5
897.86
897.86
0.00
341
897.79
897.79
0.00
340 AY
897.73
897.73
0.00
339.6
897.72
897.72
0.00
339.3
897.70
897.70
0.00
339
897.52
897.52
0.00
338.5 AX
897.51
897.51
0.00
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Table 3: Floodway Data Table – Corrected Effective Model
Flooding Source
Floodway
1%‐Annual‐Chance‐Flood Water Surface Elevation
Distance
Top
Vel
Without
With
Cross
from
Area
Regulatory
Increase
Width
Total
Floodway WSE
Floodway
Section
Mouth
(sq ft)
(ft NAVD)
(ft)
Act (ft)
(ft/s)
(ft)
WSE (ft)
(mi)
353
322.56
927
16383.64
1.79
898.98
898.98
899.20
0.22
352 BD
322.37
711
12778.40
2.29
898.80
898.80
899.04
0.24
351.6
322.34
785
14290.77
2.05
898.79
898.79
899.03
0.24
351.4
322.34
854
15689.23
1.87
898.72
898.72
898.96
0.24
351
322.19
1029
12710.84
2.31
898.54
898.54
898.79
0.25
348.8
322.17
1071
12977.84
2.26
898.53
898.53
898.77
0.24
348
322.17
1101
12909.33
2.27
898.48
898.48
898.73
0.25
345 BC
322.14
1205
16747.89
1.75
898.48
898.48
898.72
0.24
344.6
322.00
1342
18168.24
1.61
898.41
898.41
898.66
0.25
344.5
321.98
1341
18910.27
1.55
898.40
898.40
898.65
0.25
344.4
321.96
1324
18237.70
1.61
898.39
898.39
898.64
0.25
344.3
321.91
1209
17729.86
1.65
898.36
898.36
898.61
0.25
344.2
321.77
740
14295.13
2.05
898.27
898.27
898.50
0.23
344.1
321.67
904
17327.16
1.69
898.24
898.24
898.48
0.24
344 BB
321.61
1013
17779.74
1.65
898.21
898.21
898.45
0.24
343.6
321.53
880.01 14529.18
2.02
898.13
898.13
898.37
0.24
343.3
321.46
750.5
14076.13
2.08
898.08
898.08
898.31
0.23
343
321.38
748.32 12824.79
2.28
897.99
897.99
898.24
0.25
342.95
321.30
833
14838.19
1.97
897.96
897.96
898.21
0.25
342.9
321.24
709
13040.61
2.25
897.92
897.92
898.17
0.25
342.85
321.20
891.32 15383.38
1.90
897.90
897.90
898.15
0.25
342.8
321.18
1030.03 16810.49
1.74
897.89
897.89
898.14
0.25
342.75
321.16
1114.67 18167.44
1.61
897.90
897.90
898.15
0.25
342.7
321.13
1112.62 18426.26
1.59
897.88
897.88
898.13
0.25
342.6
321.09
1085
18661.78
1.57
897.85
897.85
898.10
0.25
342.5 BA
321.03
1087
19493.26
1.50
897.84
897.84
898.09
0.25
342.3
321.00
1055
19207.01
1.53
897.83
897.83
898.08
0.25
342.2
320.96
1011
19073.93
1.54
897.80
897.80
898.05
0.25
342.1
320.74
910
17444.50
1.68
897.68
897.68
897.94
0.26
342 AZ
320.67
720
13769.53
2.13
897.63
897.63
897.89
0.26
341.5
320.64
613
12771.23
2.29
897.61
897.61
897.86
0.25
341
320.49
928
16078.11
1.82
897.54
897.54
897.79
0.25
340 AY
320.29
1389
20587.47
1.42
897.47
897.47
897.73
0.26
339.6
320.22
1421
23208.15
1.26
897.45
897.45
897.72
0.27
339.3
320.19
1381
22567.40
1.30
897.44
897.44
897.70
0.26
339
320.01
620
11949.05
2.45
897.25
897.25
897.52
0.27
338.5 AX
319.95
792
14904.36
1.97
897.24
897.24
897.51
0.27
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Table 4: Floodway Data Table – Post Project Model
Flooding Source
Floodway
Distance
Top
Vel
Cross
from
Area
Width
Total
Section
Mouth
(sq ft)
Act (ft)
(ft/s)
(mi)
353
322.56
927
16383.64
1.79
352 BD
322.37
711
12778.40
2.29
351.6
322.34
785
14290.77
2.05
351.4
322.34
854
15689.23
1.87
351
322.19
1029
12710.84
2.31
348.8
322.17
1071
12977.84
2.26
348
322.17
1101
12909.33
2.27
345 BC
322.14
1205
16747.89
1.75
344.6
322.00
1342
18168.24
1.61
344.5
321.98
1341
18910.27
1.55
344.4
321.96
1324
18237.70
1.61
344.3
321.91
1209
17729.86
1.65
344.2
321.77
740
14295.13
2.05
344.1
321.67
904
17327.16
1.69
344 BB
321.61
1013
17779.74
1.65
343.6
321.53
880.01
14529.18
2.02
343.3
321.46
750.5
14076.13
2.08
343
321.38
748.32
12824.79
2.28
342.95
321.30
833
14838.19
1.97
342.9
321.24
709
13040.61
2.25
342.85
321.20
891.32
15383.38
1.90
342.8
321.18
1030.03 16810.49
1.74
342.75
321.16
1114.67 18167.44
1.61
342.7
321.13
1112.62 18426.26
1.59
342.6
321.09
1085
18661.78
1.57
342.5 BA 321.03
1087
19493.26
1.50
342.3
321.00
1055
19207.01
1.53
342.2
320.96
1011
19073.93
1.54
342.1
320.74
910
17444.50
1.68
342 AZ
320.67
720
13769.53
2.13
341.5
320.64
613
12771.23
2.29
341
320.49
928
16078.11
1.82
340 AY
320.29
1389
20587.47
1.42
339.6
320.22
1421
23208.15
1.26
339.3
320.19
1381
22567.40
1.30
339
320.01
620
11949.05
2.45
338.5 AX 319.95
792
14904.36
1.97

1%‐Annual‐Chance‐Flood Water Surface Elevation
Without
With
Regulatory Floodway Water
Floodway
Increase
(ft NAVD) Surface Elevation Water Surface
(ft)
(ft)
Elevation (ft)
898.98
898.98
899.20
0.22
898.80
898.80
899.04
0.24
898.79
898.79
899.03
0.24
898.72
898.72
898.96
0.24
898.54
898.54
898.79
0.25
898.53
898.53
898.77
0.24
898.48
898.48
898.73
0.25
898.48
898.48
898.72
0.24
898.41
898.41
898.66
0.25
898.40
898.40
898.65
0.25
898.39
898.39
898.64
0.25
898.36
898.36
898.61
0.25
898.27
898.27
898.50
0.23
898.24
898.24
898.48
0.24
898.21
898.21
898.45
0.24
898.13
898.13
898.37
0.24
898.08
898.08
898.31
0.23
897.99
897.99
898.24
0.25
897.96
897.96
898.21
0.25
897.92
897.92
898.17
0.25
897.90
897.90
898.15
0.25
897.89
897.89
898.14
0.25
897.90
897.90
898.15
0.25
897.88
897.88
898.13
0.25
897.85
897.85
898.10
0.25
897.84
897.84
898.09
0.25
897.83
897.83
898.08
0.25
897.80
897.80
898.05
0.25
897.68
897.68
897.94
0.26
897.63
897.63
897.89
0.26
897.61
897.61
897.86
0.25
897.54
897.54
897.79
0.25
897.47
897.47
897.73
0.26
897.45
897.45
897.72
0.27
897.44
897.44
897.70
0.26
897.25
897.25
897.52
0.27
897.24
897.24
897.51
0.27
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Table 5: Levee Design and Freeboard Check
Post‐
Numbered
CASS
Design
Project
Cross
Levee
Levee
Water
Sections
Station
Elevation
Surface
Elevation
343
N/A
902.4
897.99
343.3
17+14.92
902.4
898.08
343.6
11+52.21
902.4
898.13
344 BB
2+61.04
902.4
898.21
344.1
9+20.78
902.4
898.24
344.2
N/A
902.4
898.27

Freeboard

Meets FEMA
Regulations?

4.41
4.32
4.27
4.19
4.16
4.13

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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1

318.43
318.60
319.33
319.95
320.29
320.66
321.03
321.62
322.14
322.37
322.88
323.25
323.45
324.12
324.45
324.83
325.11
325.51
325.50
326.42
327.27
328.01
328.42
328.77
329.17

RED RIVER OF THE NORTH
(CONTINUED)
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH
BI
BJ
BK
BL
BM
BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
802
1,711
2,257
792
1,389
716
1,085
1,002
1,205
711
1,499
1,104
1,857
996
616
771
505
554
972
724
2,705
2,115
1,126
584
2,231

WIDTH
(FEET)

ALL JURISDICTIONS

CASS COUNTY, ND

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Stream distance in miles above mouth

DISTANCE

1

CROSS SECTION

FLOODING SOURCE

12,477
28,750
31,490
14,821
20,324
13,965
18,420
14,082
16,497
12,802
20,274
15,577
25,645
17,151
11,252
14,965
9,383
11,239
17,281
14,604
26,207
25,939
19,738
12,495
28,297

SECTION
AREA
(SQUARE
FEET)

FLOODWAY

2.4
1.0
0.9
2.0
1.4
2.1
1.6
2.1
1.8
2.3
1.5
1.9
1.1
1.7
2.6
2.0
3.1
2.6
1.7
2.0
1.1
1.1
1.5
2.3
1.0

MEAN
VELOCITY
(FEET PER
SECOND)

897.0
897.2
897.3
897.5
897.8
897.9
898.1
898.6
899.0
899.3
899.6
899.9
900.0
900.3
900.6
901.3
901.6
902.0
902.5
902.8
903.1
903.5
903.7
903.8
904.1

FLOODWAY DATA

896.7
896.9
897.0
897.3
897.5
897.7
897.9
898.3
898.6
898.9
899.3
899.5
899.7
900.0
900.3
900.9
901.2
901.6
902.0
902.3
902.7
903.1
903.3
903.5
903.7

FEET (NAVD)

RED RIVER OF THE NORTH

896.7
896.9
897.0
897.3
897.5
897.7
897.9
898.3
898.6
898.9
899.3
899.5
899.7
900.0
900.3
900.9
901.2
901.6
902.0
902.3
902.7
903.1
903.3
903.5
903.7

REGULATORY

BASE FLOOD
WATER SURFACE ELEVATION
WITHOUT
WITH
FLOODWAY
FLOODWAY

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3

INCREASE

1

Table 6: Cass County Floodway Data

TABLE 6
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Exhibits
Exhibit A - Certified Topographic Work Map and Freeboard Profiles
Exhibit B - HEC-RAS Output
Exhibit C - cHECk-RAS Tables
Exhibit D - Moorhead Country Club Levee Technical Memorandum
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Exhibit A - Certified Topographic Work Map and
Freeboard Profiles.
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Exhibit B - HEC-RAS Output

Duplicate Effective Model

Exhibit B - 1

Corrected Effective Model

Exhibit B - 2

Exhibit B - 3

Post Project Model

Exhibit B - 4

Exhibit B - 5

Exhibit C - cHECk-RAS Tables

cHECk-RAS Report

Duplicate Effective
HEC-RAS Project:
Plan File:
Geometry File:
Flow File:
Report Date:

Message ID
BR PW 02

IW TF 01f

MP SW 01DK

NT RS 01S3C

NT RS 02BUC

elzagal.prj
elzagal.p01
elzagal.g01
elzagal.f01
12/7/2016

Message
This is a Bridge Section. The
selected profile is
$profilename$. Type of flow is
submerged pressure and weir flow
because, 1. EGEL 3 of $egel3$ is
greater than MinTopRd of
$minelweirflow$ . 2. EGEL 3 of
$egel3$ is equal to or greater
than MxLoCdU of $mxlocdu$. 3.
WSEL 2 of $wsel2$ is equal to or
greater than MxLoCdD of $mxlocdd$
.
This is an InlineWeir section.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Type of flow is weir flow
because,
1. Weir flow discharge
is equal to $qweir$ .
2. Gate flow discharge
is zero.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting water-surface elevations
are computed from Known WSELs as
the downstream boundary
condition.
Provide backup information on
Known water-surface elevations or
use same energy slope for all the
profiles as the starting boundary
condition and rerun the plan.
This is Section 3 of a hydraulic
structure. Channel n value of
$chl3$ is less than the channel n
value of $chl4$ at Section 4.
Normally the channel "n" value at
Section 3 represents the reach
between Section 3 and Section 4,
and is higher than the "n" value
within the hydraulic structure.
Please change the "n" value or
provide supporting information
for the use of the lower "n"
value.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section (BRU). The channel n
value of $chlup$ for the upstream
internal bridge opening section
is equal to or larger than the
channel n value of $chl3$ at
Section 3. Usually, the channel
"n" value of the bridge opening
section represents the area below
the bridge deck and is less than
the channel "n" value of Section
3.
The "n" value for Section 3
represents the natural valley
channel section roughness for the
reach between Section 3 and
Section 4. Please change the "n"
value of the internal bridge
opening section or provide
supporting information for the
use of a higher "n" value.

Cross sections affected
351.5(Bridge-UP)

348.4(InlineWeir)

Comments
Response 1Responses are at the
end of document.

Response 1

Response 2

351.6

Response 3

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 1

ST DT 01B

ST DT 01I

ST DT 02B

ST DT 02I

This is ($strucname$). 'Upstream
Dist' of $distup$ in "Bridge
Width Table" is less than the
height of the bridge opening of
$height$. This indicates that
Section 3 may not be placed at
the foot of the road embankment
or wing walls and may not
represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 and 2
and 'Upstream Dist' should be
adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). 'Distance
to Upstrm XS' of $distup$ in
'Inline Structure Editor' window
is less than the height of the
weir opening of $height$. This
indicates that Section 3 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 & 2 and
'Distance' should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$).
'Downstream Dist' of $distdn$ in
'Bridge Width Table' is less than
the height of the bridge opening
of $height$. This indicates
that Section 2 may not be placed
at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). The inline
weir downstream distance,
$distdn$ is equal to Length_Chnl
at Section 3 minus (Distance +
Width) from 'Inline Structure
Editor' window. The inline weir
downstream distance of $distdn$
is less than the height of the
weir of $height$ . This
indicates that Section 2 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents natural valley cross
section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-UP)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge-DN)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-DN)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 2

ST GD 02BD

ST GD 02BU

ST IF 03S2L

ST IF 03S2R

ST IF 03S3L

ST IF 03S3R

This is the Downstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel3$. The
computed upstream LMnTpRd is
$lmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed LMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel3$. The computed upstream
RMnTpRd is $rmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed RMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir); 351.4(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir); 351.6(Bridge)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 3

ST IF 07S1L

ST IF 07S1R

ST IF 07S4L

ST IF 07S4R

XS BO 01R

This is Section 1.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 1.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
Block Obstruction. Flow Code will
be "BR".
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the right bank
elevation.
Lower the block obstruction
elevation to the bank elevation
or provide an explanation.
This option is suitable to fill
isolated depression areas.

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

351(InlineWeir)

Response 1

351(InlineWeir); 352(Bridge)

Response 1

340

Response 3

Exhibit C - 4

XS BO 02L

XS CT 01

XS CT 02

XS CT 04

XS DC 02

XS DF 01R

Multiple Block Obstruction.
353
The Flow Code will be MBL.
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the left bank
elevation.
The ground elevation within the
block obstruction is lower than
the highest discharge WSEL.
The block obstruction is not
within the block ineffective flow
stations.
If it is, the ineffective flow
elevation is lower than the
highest discharge WSEL.
This option is suitable to
represent individual buildings
within the floodway.
Compute appropriate "n" values to
represent a group of buildings as
outlined in (USGS, 1977) or use
the Ineffective Flow option.
Water surface calculation
tolerance is $wstol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Critical depth calculation
tolerance is $cdtol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Flow tolerance factor is
$flowtol$ . It should be the
default value of 0.001.
Constant discharge used for the
entire profile for $assignedname$
flood.
At least two discharges should be
selected; one at the mouth and
the other at the middle of the
watershed
or above the confluence of a
tributary. Or provide
explanation why only one
discharge should be used. Other
flood frequencies should also be
checked.
Divided flow. Flow code will be
352; 353
DR.
The $assignedname$ flood
discharge has a divided flow.
The starting and ending stations
of the cross section should not
extend beyond the watershed
boundary of the studied stream.
Please review the extent of the
cross section.
If the cross section extends
beyond the watershed boundary
then the cross section needs to
be trimmed and the HEC-RAS
geometry file may need to be
recreated using a GIS program.
Or use the ineffective flow
option, if it has not been
considered, to limit the extent
of the cross section or to block
the divided flow area if it is a
local depression.

Response 3

Response 4

Response 5

Exhibit C - 5

XS IF 01L

XS IF 01R

XS SW 01DK

Flow code will be IL.
342
The area left of the ineffective
flow station may be considered
effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Left
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the left ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffell$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area left of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
left of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
Flow code will be IR.
344
The area to the right of the
ineffective flow station may be
considered effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Right
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the right ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffelr$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area right of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
right of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
The name of the stream is
338.5
$streamname$.
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting WSEL is computed from
Known WSEL as the downstream
boundary
for $Assigned_Name$ flood.
Provide backup information on
Known WSEL or use energy slope as
the
downstream boundary.

Response 3

Response 3

Response 2

Exhibit C - 6

cHECk-RAS Report

Duplicate Effective Floodway
HEC-RAS Project:
Plan File:
Geometry File:
Flow File:
Report Date:

Message ID
BR PW 02

FW SW 01M1

IW TF 01f

MP SW 01DK

NT RS 01S3C

elzagal.prj
elzagal.p02
elzagal.g01
elzagal.f02
12/8/2016

Message
This is a Bridge Section. The
selected profile is
$profilename$. Type of flow is
submerged pressure and weir flow
because, 1. EGEL 3 of $egel3$ is
greater than MinTopRd of
$minelweirflow$ . 2. EGEL 3 of
$egel3$ is equal to or greater
than MxLoCdU of $mxlocdu$. 3.
WSEL 2 of $wsel2$ is equal to or
greater than MxLoCdD of $mxlocdd$
.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
Encroachment Method 1 is used.
Known WS option is used for both
the 1%-annual-chance flood and
floodway profiles.
The floodway profile starting
WSEL of $knownwsfw$ is not equal
to the 1%-annual-chance flood
starting WSEL of $knownws100yr$
plus the allowable surcharge
value of $allowsurchrg$.
The Normal Depth option with the
energy slope of the 1%-annualchance flood should be used for
both profiles and the plan should
be rerun.
This message may not be
applicable when revising only a
portion of a hydraulic model.
This is an InlineWeir section.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Type of flow is weir flow
because,
1. Weir flow discharge
is equal to $qweir$ .
2. Gate flow discharge
is zero.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting water-surface elevations
are computed from Known WSELs as
the downstream boundary
condition.
Provide backup information on
Known water-surface elevations or
use same energy slope for all the
profiles as the starting boundary
condition and rerun the plan.
This is Section 3 of a hydraulic
structure. Channel n value of
$chl3$ is less than the channel n
value of $chl4$ at Section 4.
Normally the channel "n" value at
Section 3 represents the reach
between Section 3 and Section 4,
and is higher than the "n" value
within the hydraulic structure.
Please change the "n" value or
provide supporting information
for the use of the lower "n"
value.

Cross sections affected

Comments

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1Responses are
at the end of
document.

338.5

Response 2

348.4(InlineWeir)

Response 1

Response 2

351.6

Response 3

Exhibit C - 7

NT RS 02BUC

ST DT 01B

ST DT 01I

ST DT 02B

This is the Upstream Bridge
Section (BRU). The channel n
value of $chlup$ for the upstream
internal bridge opening section
is equal to or larger than the
channel n value of $chl3$ at
Section 3. Usually, the channel
"n" value of the bridge opening
section represents the area below
the bridge deck and is less than
the channel "n" value of Section
3.
The "n" value for Section 3
represents the natural valley
channel section roughness for the
reach between Section 3 and
Section 4. Please change the "n"
value of the internal bridge
opening section or provide
supporting information for the
use of a higher "n" value.
This is ($strucname$). 'Upstream
Dist' of $distup$ in "Bridge
Width Table" is less than the
height of the bridge opening of
$height$. This indicates that
Section 3 may not be placed at
the foot of the road embankment
or wing walls and may not
represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 and 2
and 'Upstream Dist' should be
adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). 'Distance
to Upstrm XS' of $distup$ in
'Inline Structure Editor' window
is less than the height of the
weir opening of $height$. This
indicates that Section 3 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 & 2 and
'Distance' should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$).
'Downstream Dist' of $distdn$ in
'Bridge Width Table' is less than
the height of the bridge opening
of $height$. This indicates
that Section 2 may not be placed
at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-UP)

351.5(Bridge-DN)

Response 1

Response 1

Exhibit C - 8

ST DT 02I

ST GD 02BD

ST GD 02BU

ST IF 03S2L

ST IF 03S2R

ST IF 03S3L

This is ($strucname$). The inline
weir downstream distance,
$distdn$ is equal to Length_Chnl
at Section 3 minus (Distance +
Width) from 'Inline Structure
Editor' window. The inline weir
downstream distance of $distdn$
is less than the height of the
weir of $height$ . This
indicates that Section 2 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents natural valley cross
section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.
This is the Downstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel3$. The
computed upstream LMnTpRd is
$lmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed LMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.

348.4(InlineWeir-DN)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge)

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

Response 1

348(InlineWeir); 351.4(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir); 351.6(Bridge)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 9

ST IF 03S3R

ST IF 07S1L

ST IF 07S1R

ST IF 07S4L

ST IF 07S4R

This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel3$. The computed upstream
RMnTpRd is $rmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed RMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.
This is Section 1.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 1.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.

348.8(InlineWeir)

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

351(InlineWeir)

351(InlineWeir); 352(Bridge)

Response 1

Response 1

Response 1

Response 1

Response 1

Exhibit C - 10

XS BO 01R

XS BO 02L

XS CT 01

XS CT 02

XS CT 04

XS DC 02

XS DF 01R

Block Obstruction. Flow Code will 340
be "BR".
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the right bank
elevation.
Lower the block obstruction
elevation to the bank elevation
or provide an explanation.
This option is suitable to fill
isolated depression areas.
Multiple Block Obstruction.
353
The Flow Code will be MBL.
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the left bank
elevation.
The ground elevation within the
block obstruction is lower than
the highest discharge WSEL.
The block obstruction is not
within the block ineffective flow
stations.
If it is, the ineffective flow
elevation is lower than the
highest discharge WSEL.
This option is suitable to
represent individual buildings
within the floodway.
Compute appropriate "n" values to
represent a group of buildings as
outlined in (USGS, 1977) or use
the Ineffective Flow option.
Water surface calculation
tolerance is $wstol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Critical depth calculation
tolerance is $cdtol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Flow tolerance factor is
$flowtol$ . It should be the
default value of 0.001.
Constant discharge used for the
entire profile for $assignedname$
flood.
At least two discharges should be
selected; one at the mouth and
the other at the middle of the
watershed
or above the confluence of a
tributary. Or provide
explanation why only one
discharge should be used. Other
flood frequencies should also be
checked.
Divided flow. Flow code will be
352; 353
DR.
The $assignedname$ flood
discharge has a divided flow.
The starting and ending stations
of the cross section should not
extend beyond the watershed
boundary of the studied stream.
Please review the extent of the
cross section.
If the cross section extends
beyond the watershed boundary
then the cross section needs to
be trimmed and the HEC-RAS
geometry file may need to be
recreated using a GIS program.
Or use the ineffective flow
option, if it has not been
considered, to limit the extent
of the cross section or to block
the divided flow area if it is a
local depression.

Response 3

Response 3

Response 4

Response 5

Exhibit C - 11

XS IF 01L

XS IF 01R

XS SW 01DK

Flow code will be IL.
342
The area left of the ineffective
flow station may be considered
effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Left
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the left ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffell$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area left of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
left of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
Flow code will be IR.
344
The area to the right of the
ineffective flow station may be
considered effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Right
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the right ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffelr$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area right of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
right of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
The name of the stream is
338.5
$streamname$.
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting WSEL is computed from
Known WSEL as the downstream
boundary
for $Assigned_Name$ flood.
Provide backup information on
Known WSEL or use energy slope as
the
downstream boundary.

Response 3

Response 3

Response 2

Exhibit C - 12

cHECk-RAS Report

Corrected Effective
HEC-RAS Project:
Plan File:
Geometry File:
Flow File:
Report Date:

Message ID
BR PW 02

IW TF 01f

MP SW 01DK

NT RS 01S3C

NT RS 02BUC

elzagal.prj
elzagal.p05
elzagal.g03
elzagal.f01
12/8/2016

Message
This is a Bridge Section. The
selected profile is
$profilename$. Type of flow is
submerged pressure and weir flow
because, 1. EGEL 3 of $egel3$ is
greater than MinTopRd of
$minelweirflow$ . 2. EGEL 3 of
$egel3$ is equal to or greater
than MxLoCdU of $mxlocdu$. 3.
WSEL 2 of $wsel2$ is equal to or
greater than MxLoCdD of $mxlocdd$
.
This is an InlineWeir section.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Type of flow is weir flow
because,
1. Weir flow discharge
is equal to $qweir$ .
2. Gate flow discharge
is zero.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting water-surface elevations
are computed from Known WSELs as
the downstream boundary
condition.
Provide backup information on
Known water-surface elevations or
use same energy slope for all the
profiles as the starting boundary
condition and rerun the plan.
This is Section 3 of a hydraulic
structure. Channel n value of
$chl3$ is less than the channel n
value of $chl4$ at Section 4.
Normally the channel "n" value at
Section 3 represents the reach
between Section 3 and Section 4,
and is higher than the "n" value
within the hydraulic structure.
Please change the "n" value or
provide supporting information
for the use of the lower "n"
value.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section (BRU). The channel n
value of $chlup$ for the upstream
internal bridge opening section
is equal to or larger than the
channel n value of $chl3$ at
Section 3. Usually, the channel
"n" value of the bridge opening
section represents the area below
the bridge deck and is less than
the channel "n" value of Section
3.
The "n" value for Section 3
represents the natural valley
channel section roughness for the
reach between Section 3 and
Section 4. Please change the "n"
value of the internal bridge
opening section or provide
supporting information for the
use of a higher "n" value.

Cross sections affected
351.5(Bridge-UP)

348.4(InlineWeir)

Comments
Response 1Responses are at
the end of
document.

Response 1

Response 2

351.6

Response 3

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 13

ST DT 01B

ST DT 01I

ST DT 02B

ST DT 02I

This is ($strucname$). 'Upstream
Dist' of $distup$ in "Bridge
Width Table" is less than the
height of the bridge opening of
$height$. This indicates that
Section 3 may not be placed at
the foot of the road embankment
or wing walls and may not
represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 and 2
and 'Upstream Dist' should be
adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). 'Distance
to Upstrm XS' of $distup$ in
'Inline Structure Editor' window
is less than the height of the
weir opening of $height$. This
indicates that Section 3 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 & 2 and
'Distance' should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$).
'Downstream Dist' of $distdn$ in
'Bridge Width Table' is less than
the height of the bridge opening
of $height$. This indicates
that Section 2 may not be placed
at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). The inline
weir downstream distance,
$distdn$ is equal to Length_Chnl
at Section 3 minus (Distance +
Width) from 'Inline Structure
Editor' window. The inline weir
downstream distance of $distdn$
is less than the height of the
weir of $height$ . This
indicates that Section 2 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents natural valley cross
section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-UP)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge-DN)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-DN)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 14

ST GD 02BD

ST GD 02BU

ST IF 03S2L

ST IF 03S2R

ST IF 03S3L

ST IF 03S3R

This is the Downstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel3$. The
computed upstream LMnTpRd is
$lmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed LMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel3$. The computed upstream
RMnTpRd is $rmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed RMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir); 351.4(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir); 351.6(Bridge)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 15

ST IF 07S1L

ST IF 07S1R

ST IF 07S4L

ST IF 07S4R

XS BO 01R

This is Section 1.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 1.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
Block Obstruction. Flow Code will
be "BR".
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the right bank
elevation.
Lower the block obstruction
elevation to the bank elevation
or provide an explanation.
This option is suitable to fill
isolated depression areas.

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

351(InlineWeir)

351(InlineWeir); 352(Bridge)

340

Response 1

Response 1

Response 3

Exhibit C - 16

XS BO 02L

XS CT 01

XS CT 02

XS CT 04

XS DC 02

XS DF 01R

Multiple Block Obstruction.
353
The Flow Code will be MBL.
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the left bank
elevation.
The ground elevation within the
block obstruction is lower than
the highest discharge WSEL.
The block obstruction is not
within the block ineffective flow
stations.
If it is, the ineffective flow
elevation is lower than the
highest discharge WSEL.
This option is suitable to
represent individual buildings
within the floodway.
Compute appropriate "n" values to
represent a group of buildings as
outlined in (USGS, 1977) or use
the Ineffective Flow option.
Water surface calculation
tolerance is $wstol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Critical depth calculation
tolerance is $cdtol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Flow tolerance factor is
$flowtol$ . It should be the
default value of 0.001.
Constant discharge used for the
entire profile for $assignedname$
flood.
At least two discharges should be
selected; one at the mouth and
the other at the middle of the
watershed
or above the confluence of a
tributary. Or provide
explanation why only one
discharge should be used. Other
flood frequencies should also be
checked.
Divided flow. Flow code will be
351.4; 352
DR.
The $assignedname$ flood
discharge has a divided flow.
The starting and ending stations
of the cross section should not
extend beyond the watershed
boundary of the studied stream.
Please review the extent of the
cross section.
If the cross section extends
beyond the watershed boundary
then the cross section needs to
be trimmed and the HEC-RAS
geometry file may need to be
recreated using a GIS program.
Or use the ineffective flow
option, if it has not been
considered, to limit the extent
of the cross section or to block
the divided flow area if it is a
local depression.

Response 3

Response 4

Response 5

Exhibit C - 17

XS IF 01L

XS IF 01R

XS IF 02L

XS LV 01L

Flow code will be IL.
The area left of the ineffective
flow station may be considered
effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Left
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the left ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffell$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area left of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
left of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
Flow code will be IR.
The area to the right of the
ineffective flow station may be
considered effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Right
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the right ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffelr$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area right of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
right of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
Flow code will be MIL.
Multiple (block) Ineffective
Stations are selected for the
left overbank at this River
Station.
This is not Section 2 or Section
3 of Multiple Openings or
Multiple Culverts.
Please explain why the multiple
blocks ineffective flow option
was used. Consider using the
normal ineffective flow option.
The Left levee option is used at
this river station. It is more
than 100 feet from structure.
Freeboard is computed by
subtracting the 1%-annual-chance
WSEl from the levee crest
elevation.
Left Freeboard of $lfrbrd$ is
less than 3 feet. A without-levee
analysis needs to be conducted
since the freeboard does not meet
Part 65.10 requirements of the
National Flood Insurance Program
regulations (FEMA, 1986).
Please submit all the required
models for levees.

342

Response 5

339.3

Response 3

343.3; 343.6

Response 3

341.5; 342; 342.9; 343

Response 6

Exhibit C - 18

XS LV 01R

XS LV 05L

XS LV 05R

XS SW 01DK

The Right levee option is used at
this river station. It is more
than 100 feet from the structure.
Freeboard is computed by
subtracting 1%-annual-chance WSEl
from the levee crest elevation.
Right Freeboard of $rfrbrd$ is
less than 3 feet. A without-levee
analysis needs to be conducted
since the freeboard does not
satisfy Part 65.10 of the
National Flood Insurance Program
regulations (FEMA, 1986).
Please submit all the required
models for levees.
The Left levee option is used at
this river station. The
$assignednameMin$ flood overtops
the levee.
The $assignednameMin$ flood WSEL
of $wselMin$ is higher than the
levee crest elevation of $grelv$.
The input Left Levee Elevation of
$leveeelvl$ is higher than the
$assignednameMax$ flood WSEL of
$wselMax$.
The Lateral Structure option or
other options should be used to
determine the proper With-levee
discharge and WSEL.
The right levee option is used at
this river station. The
$assignednameMin$ flood overtops
the levee.
The $assignednameMin$ flood WSEL
of $wselMin$ is higher than the
levee crest elevation of $grelv$.
The input Right Levee Elevation
of $leveeelvr$ is higher than the
$assignednameMax$ flood WSEL of
$wselMax$.
The Lateral Structure option or
other options should be used to
determine the proper With-levee
discharge and WSEL.
The name of the stream is
$streamname$.
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting WSEL is computed from
Known WSEL as the downstream
boundary
for $Assigned_Name$ flood.
Provide backup information on
Known WSEL or use energy slope as
the
downstream boundary.

342.3; 342.5

Response 10

341.5; 342; 342.9; 343

Response 6

342.3; 342.5

Response 10

338.5

Response 1

Exhibit C - 19

cHECk-RAS Report

Corrected Effective Floodway
HEC-RAS Project:
Plan File:
Geometry File:
Flow File:
Report Date:

Message ID
BR PW 02

FW FW 04R

FW SW 01M1

IW TF 01f

MP SW 01DK

elzagal.prj
elzagal.p06
elzagal.g03
elzagal.f02
12/13/2016

Message
This is a Bridge Section. The
selected profile is
$profilename$. Type of flow is
submerged pressure and weir flow
because, 1. EGEL 3 of $egel3$ is
greater than MinTopRd of
$minelweirflow$ . 2. EGEL 3 of
$egel3$ is equal to or greater
than MxLoCdU of $mxlocdu$. 3.
WSEL 2 of $wsel2$ is equal to or
greater than MxLoCdD of $mxlocdd$
.
The 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain is outside of the
channel.
The right station effective of
$ineffstar$ for the 1-percentannual-chance floodplain is
greater than the right channel
bank station $starob$ .
However, the right encroachment
station $encstar$ is outside of
the 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain.
Adjust the right encroachment
station so that it will be within
the floodplain.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
Encroachment Method 1 is used.
Known WS option is used for both
the 1%-annual-chance flood and
floodway profiles.
The floodway profile starting
WSEL of $knownwsfw$ is not equal
to the 1%-annual-chance flood
starting WSEL of $knownws100yr$
plus the allowable surcharge
value of $allowsurchrg$.
The Normal Depth option with the
energy slope of the 1%-annualchance flood should be used for
both profiles and the plan should
be rerun.
This message may not be
applicable when revising only a
portion of a hydraulic model.
This is an InlineWeir section.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Type of flow is weir flow
because,
1. Weir flow discharge
is equal to $qweir$ .
2. Gate flow discharge
is zero.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting water-surface elevations
are computed from Known WSELs as
the downstream boundary
condition.
Provide backup information on
Known water-surface elevations or
use same energy slope for all the
profiles as the starting boundary
condition and rerun the plan.

Cross sections affected
351.5(Bridge-UP)

Comments
Response 1Responses are at
the end of
document.

342.7; 342.75; 342.8; 342.85;
342.9; 343; 343.3; 343.6

Response 8

338.5

Response 2

348.4(InlineWeir)

Response 1

Response 2

Exhibit C - 20

NT RS 01S3C

NT RS 02BUC

ST DT 01B

ST DT 01I

This is Section 3 of a hydraulic
structure. Channel n value of
$chl3$ is less than the channel n
value of $chl4$ at Section 4.
Normally the channel "n" value at
Section 3 represents the reach
between Section 3 and Section 4,
and is higher than the "n" value
within the hydraulic structure.
Please change the "n" value or
provide supporting information
for the use of the lower "n"
value.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section (BRU). The channel n
value of $chlup$ for the upstream
internal bridge opening section
is equal to or larger than the
channel n value of $chl3$ at
Section 3. Usually, the channel
"n" value of the bridge opening
section represents the area below
the bridge deck and is less than
the channel "n" value of Section
3.
The "n" value for Section 3
represents the natural valley
channel section roughness for the
reach between Section 3 and
Section 4. Please change the "n"
value of the internal bridge
opening section or provide
supporting information for the
use of a higher "n" value.
This is ($strucname$). 'Upstream
Dist' of $distup$ in "Bridge
Width Table" is less than the
height of the bridge opening of
$height$. This indicates that
Section 3 may not be placed at
the foot of the road embankment
or wing walls and may not
represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 and 2
and 'Upstream Dist' should be
adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). 'Distance
to Upstrm XS' of $distup$ in
'Inline Structure Editor' window
is less than the height of the
weir opening of $height$. This
indicates that Section 3 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 & 2 and
'Distance' should be adjusted.

351.6

Response 3

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-UP)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 21

ST DT 02B

ST DT 02I

ST GD 02BD

ST GD 02BU

ST IF 03S2L

This is ($strucname$).
'Downstream Dist' of $distdn$ in
'Bridge Width Table' is less than
the height of the bridge opening
of $height$. This indicates
that Section 2 may not be placed
at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). The inline
weir downstream distance,
$distdn$ is equal to Length_Chnl
at Section 3 minus (Distance +
Width) from 'Inline Structure
Editor' window. The inline weir
downstream distance of $distdn$
is less than the height of the
weir of $height$ . This
indicates that Section 2 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents natural valley cross
section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.
This is the Downstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.

351.5(Bridge-DN)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-DN)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir); 351.4(Bridge)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 22

ST IF 03S2R

ST IF 03S3L

ST IF 03S3R

ST IF 07S1L

ST IF 07S1R

This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel3$. The
computed upstream LMnTpRd is
$lmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed LMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel3$. The computed upstream
RMnTpRd is $rmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed RMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.
This is Section 1.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 1.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.

348(InlineWeir)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir); 351.6(Bridge)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir)

Response 1

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 23

ST IF 07S4L

ST IF 07S4R

XS BO 01R

XS BO 02L

XS CT 01

XS CT 02

XS CT 04

This is Section 4.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
Block Obstruction. Flow Code will
be "BR".
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the right bank
elevation.
Lower the block obstruction
elevation to the bank elevation
or provide an explanation.
This option is suitable to fill
isolated depression areas.
Multiple Block Obstruction.
The Flow Code will be MBL.
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the left bank
elevation.
The ground elevation within the
block obstruction is lower than
the highest discharge WSEL.
The block obstruction is not
within the block ineffective flow
stations.
If it is, the ineffective flow
elevation is lower than the
highest discharge WSEL.
This option is suitable to
represent individual buildings
within the floodway.
Compute appropriate "n" values to
represent a group of buildings as
outlined in (USGS, 1977) or use
the Ineffective Flow option.
Water surface calculation
tolerance is $wstol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Critical depth calculation
tolerance is $cdtol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Flow tolerance factor is
$flowtol$ . It should be the
default value of 0.001.

351(InlineWeir)

Response 1

351(InlineWeir); 352(Bridge)

Response 1

340

Response 3

353

Response 3

Exhibit C - 24

XS DC 02

XS DF 01R

XS IF 01L

Constant discharge used for the
entire profile for $assignedname$
flood.
At least two discharges should be
selected; one at the mouth and
the other at the middle of the
watershed
or above the confluence of a
tributary. Or provide
explanation why only one
discharge should be used. Other
flood frequencies should also be
checked.
Divided flow. Flow code will be
351.4; 352
DR.
The $assignedname$ flood
discharge has a divided flow.
The starting and ending stations
of the cross section should not
extend beyond the watershed
boundary of the studied stream.
Please review the extent of the
cross section.
If the cross section extends
beyond the watershed boundary
then the cross section needs to
be trimmed and the HEC-RAS
geometry file may need to be
recreated using a GIS program.
Or use the ineffective flow
option, if it has not been
considered, to limit the extent
of the cross section or to block
the divided flow area if it is a
local depression.
Flow code will be IL.
339.6; 342
The area left of the ineffective
flow station may be considered
effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Left
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the left ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffell$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area left of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
left of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.

Response 4

Response 3

Response 3

Exhibit C - 25

XS IF 01R

XS IF 02L

XS LV 01L

XS LV 01R

XS LV 05L

Flow code will be IR.
The area to the right of the
ineffective flow station may be
considered effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Right
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the right ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffelr$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area right of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
right of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
Flow code will be MIL.
Multiple (block) Ineffective
Stations are selected for the
left overbank at this River
Station.
This is not Section 2 or Section
3 of Multiple Openings or
Multiple Culverts.
Please explain why the multiple
blocks ineffective flow option
was used. Consider using the
normal ineffective flow option.
The Left levee option is used at
this river station. It is more
than 100 feet from structure.
Freeboard is computed by
subtracting the 1%-annual-chance
WSEl from the levee crest
elevation.
Left Freeboard of $lfrbrd$ is
less than 3 feet. A without-levee
analysis needs to be conducted
since the freeboard does not meet
Part 65.10 requirements of the
National Flood Insurance Program
regulations (FEMA, 1986).
Please submit all the required
models for levees.
The Right levee option is used at
this river station. It is more
than 100 feet from the structure.
Freeboard is computed by
subtracting 1%-annual-chance WSEl
from the levee crest elevation.
Right Freeboard of $rfrbrd$ is
less than 3 feet. A without-levee
analysis needs to be conducted
since the freeboard does not
satisfy Part 65.10 of the
National Flood Insurance Program
regulations (FEMA, 1986).
Please submit all the required
models for levees.
The Left levee option is used at
this river station. The
$assignednameMin$ flood overtops
the levee.
The $assignednameMin$ flood WSEL
of $wselMin$ is higher than the
levee crest elevation of $grelv$.
The input Left Levee Elevation of
$leveeelvl$ is higher than the
$assignednameMax$ flood WSEL of
$wselMax$.
The Lateral Structure option or
other options should be used to
determine the proper With-levee
discharge and WSEL.

339.3

Response 3

343.3; 343.6

Response 3

341.5; 342; 342.9; 343

Response 6

342.3; 342.5

Response 9

341.5; 342; 343

Response 6

Exhibit C - 26

XS LV 05R

XS SW 01DK

The right levee option is used at 342.3; 342.5
this river station. The
$assignednameMin$ flood overtops
the levee.
The $assignednameMin$ flood WSEL
of $wselMin$ is higher than the
levee crest elevation of $grelv$.
The input Right Levee Elevation
of $leveeelvr$ is higher than the
$assignednameMax$ flood WSEL of
$wselMax$.
The Lateral Structure option or
other options should be used to
determine the proper With-levee
discharge and WSEL.
The name of the stream is
338.5
$streamname$.
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting WSEL is computed from
Known WSEL as the downstream
boundary
for $Assigned_Name$ flood.
Provide backup information on
Known WSEL or use energy slope as
the
downstream boundary.

Response 7

Response 2

Exhibit C - 27

cHECk-RAS Report

Post-Project Conditions
HEC-RAS Project:
Plan File:
Geometry File:
Flow File:
Report Date:

Message ID
BR PW 02

IW TF 01f

MP SW 01DK

NT RS 01S3C

NT RS 02BUC

elzagal.prj
elzagal.p07
elzagal.g04
elzagal.f01
12/13/2016

Message
This is a Bridge Section. The
selected profile is
$profilename$. Type of flow is
submerged pressure and weir flow
because, 1. EGEL 3 of $egel3$ is
greater than MinTopRd of
$minelweirflow$ . 2. EGEL 3 of
$egel3$ is equal to or greater
than MxLoCdU of $mxlocdu$. 3.
WSEL 2 of $wsel2$ is equal to or
greater than MxLoCdD of $mxlocdd$
.
This is an InlineWeir section.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Type of flow is weir flow
because,
1. Weir flow discharge
is equal to $qweir$ .
2. Gate flow discharge
is zero.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting water-surface elevations
are computed from Known WSELs as
the downstream boundary
condition.
Provide backup information on
Known water-surface elevations or
use same energy slope for all the
profiles as the starting boundary
condition and rerun the plan.
This is Section 3 of a hydraulic
structure. Channel n value of
$chl3$ is less than the channel n
value of $chl4$ at Section 4.
Normally the channel "n" value at
Section 3 represents the reach
between Section 3 and Section 4,
and is higher than the "n" value
within the hydraulic structure.
Please change the "n" value or
provide supporting information
for the use of the lower "n"
value.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section (BRU). The channel n
value of $chlup$ for the upstream
internal bridge opening section
is equal to or larger than the
channel n value of $chl3$ at
Section 3. Usually, the channel
"n" value of the bridge opening
section represents the area below
the bridge deck and is less than
the channel "n" value of Section
3.
The "n" value for Section 3
represents the natural valley
channel section roughness for the
reach between Section 3 and
Section 4. Please change the "n"
value of the internal bridge
opening section or provide
supporting information for the
use of a higher "n" value.

Cross sections affected
351.5(Bridge-UP)

348.4(InlineWeir)

Comments
Response 1Responses are at
the end of
document.

Response 1

Response 2

351.6

Response 3

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 28

ST DT 01B

ST DT 01I

ST DT 02B

ST DT 02I

This is ($strucname$). 'Upstream
Dist' of $distup$ in "Bridge
Width Table" is less than the
height of the bridge opening of
$height$. This indicates that
Section 3 may not be placed at
the foot of the road embankment
or wing walls and may not
represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 and 2
and 'Upstream Dist' should be
adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). 'Distance
to Upstrm XS' of $distup$ in
'Inline Structure Editor' window
is less than the height of the
weir opening of $height$. This
indicates that Section 3 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 & 2 and
'Distance' should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$).
'Downstream Dist' of $distdn$ in
'Bridge Width Table' is less than
the height of the bridge opening
of $height$. This indicates
that Section 2 may not be placed
at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). The inline
weir downstream distance,
$distdn$ is equal to Length_Chnl
at Section 3 minus (Distance +
Width) from 'Inline Structure
Editor' window. The inline weir
downstream distance of $distdn$
is less than the height of the
weir of $height$ . This
indicates that Section 2 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents natural valley cross
section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-UP)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge-DN)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-DN)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 29

ST GD 02BD

ST GD 02BU

ST IF 03S2L

ST IF 03S2R

ST IF 03S3L

ST IF 03S3R

This is the Downstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel3$. The
computed upstream LMnTpRd is
$lmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed LMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel3$. The computed upstream
RMnTpRd is $rmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed RMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir); 351.4(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir); 351.6(Bridge)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 30

ST IF 07S1L

ST IF 07S1R

ST IF 07S4L

ST IF 07S4R

XS BO 01R

This is Section 1.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 1.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
Block Obstruction. Flow Code will
be "BR".
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the right bank
elevation.
Lower the block obstruction
elevation to the bank elevation
or provide an explanation.
This option is suitable to fill
isolated depression areas.

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

351(InlineWeir)

Response 1

351(InlineWeir); 352(Bridge)

Response 1

340

Response 3

Exhibit C - 31

XS BO 02L

XS CT 01

XS CT 02

XS CT 04

XS DC 02

XS DF 01R

Multiple Block Obstruction.
353
The Flow Code will be MBL.
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the left bank
elevation.
The ground elevation within the
block obstruction is lower than
the highest discharge WSEL.
The block obstruction is not
within the block ineffective flow
stations.
If it is, the ineffective flow
elevation is lower than the
highest discharge WSEL.
This option is suitable to
represent individual buildings
within the floodway.
Compute appropriate "n" values to
represent a group of buildings as
outlined in (USGS, 1977) or use
the Ineffective Flow option.
Water surface calculation
tolerance is $wstol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Critical depth calculation
tolerance is $cdtol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Flow tolerance factor is
$flowtol$ . It should be the
default value of 0.001.
Constant discharge used for the
entire profile for $assignedname$
flood.
At least two discharges should be
selected; one at the mouth and
the other at the middle of the
watershed
or above the confluence of a
tributary. Or provide
explanation why only one
discharge should be used. Other
flood frequencies should also be
checked.
Divided flow. Flow code will be
351.4; 352
DR.
The $assignedname$ flood
discharge has a divided flow.
The starting and ending stations
of the cross section should not
extend beyond the watershed
boundary of the studied stream.
Please review the extent of the
cross section.
If the cross section extends
beyond the watershed boundary
then the cross section needs to
be trimmed and the HEC-RAS
geometry file may need to be
recreated using a GIS program.
Or use the ineffective flow
option, if it has not been
considered, to limit the extent
of the cross section or to block
the divided flow area if it is a
local depression.

Response 1

Response 4

Response 3

Exhibit C - 32

XS IF 01L

XS IF 01R

XS IF 02L

XS LV 01L

Flow code will be IL.
The area left of the ineffective
flow station may be considered
effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Left
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the left ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffell$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area left of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
left of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
Flow code will be IR.
The area to the right of the
ineffective flow station may be
considered effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Right
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the right ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffelr$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area right of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
right of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
Flow code will be MIL.
Multiple (block) Ineffective
Stations are selected for the
left overbank at this River
Station.
This is not Section 2 or Section
3 of Multiple Openings or
Multiple Culverts.
Please explain why the multiple
blocks ineffective flow option
was used. Consider using the
normal ineffective flow option.
The Left levee option is used at
this river station. It is more
than 100 feet from structure.
Freeboard is computed by
subtracting the 1%-annual-chance
WSEl from the levee crest
elevation.
Left Freeboard of $lfrbrd$ is
less than 3 feet. A without-levee
analysis needs to be conducted
since the freeboard does not meet
Part 65.10 requirements of the
National Flood Insurance Program
regulations (FEMA, 1986).
Please submit all the required
models for levees.

339.6; 342

Response 3

339.3

Response 3

343.3; 343.6

Response 3

341.5; 342; 342.9; 343; 343.3;
343.6; 344; 344.1

Response 6

Exhibit C - 33

XS LV 01R

XS LV 05L

XS LV 05R

XS SW 01DK

The Right levee option is used at
this river station. It is more
than 100 feet from the structure.
Freeboard is computed by
subtracting 1%-annual-chance WSEl
from the levee crest elevation.
Right Freeboard of $rfrbrd$ is
less than 3 feet. A without-levee
analysis needs to be conducted
since the freeboard does not
satisfy Part 65.10 of the
National Flood Insurance Program
regulations (FEMA, 1986).
Please submit all the required
models for levees.
The Left levee option is used at
this river station. The
$assignednameMin$ flood overtops
the levee.
The $assignednameMin$ flood WSEL
of $wselMin$ is higher than the
levee crest elevation of $grelv$.
The input Left Levee Elevation of
$leveeelvl$ is higher than the
$assignednameMax$ flood WSEL of
$wselMax$.
The Lateral Structure option or
other options should be used to
determine the proper With-levee
discharge and WSEL.
The right levee option is used at
this river station. The
$assignednameMin$ flood overtops
the levee.
The $assignednameMin$ flood WSEL
of $wselMin$ is higher than the
levee crest elevation of $grelv$.
The input Right Levee Elevation
of $leveeelvr$ is higher than the
$assignednameMax$ flood WSEL of
$wselMax$.
The Lateral Structure option or
other options should be used to
determine the proper With-levee
discharge and WSEL.
The name of the stream is
$streamname$.
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting WSEL is computed from
Known WSEL as the downstream
boundary
for $Assigned_Name$ flood.
Provide backup information on
Known WSEL or use energy slope as
the
downstream boundary.

342.3; 342.5

Response 9

341.5; 342; 342.9; 343; 343.3;
343.6; 344; 344.1

Response 6

342.3; 342.5

Response 7

338.5

Response 2

Exhibit C - 34

cHECk-RAS Report

Post-Project Conditions Floodway
HEC-RAS Project:
Plan File:
Geometry File:
Flow File:
Report Date:

Message ID
BR PW 02

FW FW 04R

FW SW 01M1

IW TF 01f

MP SW 01DK

elzagal.prj
elzagal.p08
elzagal.g04
elzagal.f02
12/13/2016

Message
This is a Bridge Section. The
selected profile is
$profilename$. Type of flow is
submerged pressure and weir flow
because, 1. EGEL 3 of $egel3$ is
greater than MinTopRd of
$minelweirflow$ . 2. EGEL 3 of
$egel3$ is equal to or greater
than MxLoCdU of $mxlocdu$. 3.
WSEL 2 of $wsel2$ is equal to or
greater than MxLoCdD of $mxlocdd$
.
The 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain is outside of the
channel.
The right station effective of
$ineffstar$ for the 1-percentannual-chance floodplain is
greater than the right channel
bank station $starob$ .
However, the right encroachment
station $encstar$ is outside of
the 1-percent-annual-chance
floodplain.
Adjust the right encroachment
station so that it will be within
the floodplain.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
Encroachment Method 1 is used.
Known WS option is used for both
the 1%-annual-chance flood and
floodway profiles.
The floodway profile starting
WSEL of $knownwsfw$ is not equal
to the 1%-annual-chance flood
starting WSEL of $knownws100yr$
plus the allowable surcharge
value of $allowsurchrg$.
The Normal Depth option with the
energy slope of the 1%-annualchance flood should be used for
both profiles and the plan should
be rerun.
This message may not be
applicable when revising only a
portion of a hydraulic model.
This is an InlineWeir section.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Type of flow is weir flow
because,
1. Weir flow discharge
is equal to $qweir$ .
2. Gate flow discharge
is zero.
The name of the stream is
($streamname$).
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting water-surface elevations
are computed from Known WSELs as
the downstream boundary
condition.
Provide backup information on
Known water-surface elevations or
use same energy slope for all the
profiles as the starting boundary
condition and rerun the plan.

Cross sections affected
351.5(Bridge-UP)

Comments
Response 1Responses are at
the end of
document.

342.7; 342.75; 342.8; 342.85;
342.9; 343; 343.3; 343.6

Response 8

338.5

Response 3

348.4(InlineWeir)

Response 1

Response 2

Exhibit C - 35

NT RS 01S3C

NT RS 02BUC

ST DT 01B

ST DT 01I

This is Section 3 of a hydraulic
structure. Channel n value of
$chl3$ is less than the channel n
value of $chl4$ at Section 4.
Normally the channel "n" value at
Section 3 represents the reach
between Section 3 and Section 4,
and is higher than the "n" value
within the hydraulic structure.
Please change the "n" value or
provide supporting information
for the use of the lower "n"
value.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section (BRU). The channel n
value of $chlup$ for the upstream
internal bridge opening section
is equal to or larger than the
channel n value of $chl3$ at
Section 3. Usually, the channel
"n" value of the bridge opening
section represents the area below
the bridge deck and is less than
the channel "n" value of Section
3.
The "n" value for Section 3
represents the natural valley
channel section roughness for the
reach between Section 3 and
Section 4. Please change the "n"
value of the internal bridge
opening section or provide
supporting information for the
use of a higher "n" value.
This is ($strucname$). 'Upstream
Dist' of $distup$ in "Bridge
Width Table" is less than the
height of the bridge opening of
$height$. This indicates that
Section 3 may not be placed at
the foot of the road embankment
or wing walls and may not
represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 and 2
and 'Upstream Dist' should be
adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). 'Distance
to Upstrm XS' of $distup$ in
'Inline Structure Editor' window
is less than the height of the
weir opening of $height$. This
indicates that Section 3 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 3 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
The HEC-RAS geometry file may
need to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 4, 3 & 2 and
'Distance' should be adjusted.

351.6

Response 3

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge-UP)

Response 8

348.4(InlineWeir-UP)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 36

ST DT 02B

ST DT 02I

ST GD 02BD

ST GD 02BU

ST IF 03S2L

This is ($strucname$).
'Downstream Dist' of $distdn$ in
'Bridge Width Table' is less than
the height of the bridge opening
of $height$. This indicates
that Section 2 may not be placed
at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents the natural valley
cross section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.
This is ($strucname$). The inline
weir downstream distance,
$distdn$ is equal to Length_Chnl
at Section 3 minus (Distance +
Width) from 'Inline Structure
Editor' window. The inline weir
downstream distance of $distdn$
is less than the height of the
weir of $height$ . This
indicates that Section 2 may not
be placed at the foot of the road
embankment or wing walls and may
not represent the natural valley
cross section.
Section 2 should be relocated or
provide a statement that it
represents natural valley cross
section.
A HEC-RAS geometry file may need
to be recreated using a GIS
program.
Lengths at Sections 3 and 2
should be adjusted.
This is the Downstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is the Upstream Bridge
Section.
There is only one bridge.
However, the low cord line
crosses the ground line at more
than two locations.
The ground and deck/roadway data
should be checked.
This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.

351.5(Bridge-DN)

Response 1

348.4(InlineWeir-DN)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

351.5(Bridge)

Response 1

348(InlineWeir); 351.4(Bridge)

Response 1

Exhibit C - 37

ST IF 03S2R

ST IF 03S3L

ST IF 03S3R

ST IF 07S1L

ST IF 07S1R

This is Section 2.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel2$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be lower than the WSEL at
Section 2.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the left ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffelr$ at
the left ineffective flow station
$ineffstal$ is equal to or higher
than the WSEL of $wsel3$. The
computed upstream LMnTpRd is
$lmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed LMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.
This is Section 3.
The selected profile is
$profilename$.
Weir flow occurs at
($strucname$).
However, the right ineffective
flow elevation of $ineffell$ at
the right ineffective flow
station $ineffstar$ is equal to
or higher than the WSEL of
$wsel3$. The computed upstream
RMnTpRd is $rmntprdu$.
The ineffective flow elevation
should be equal to or lower than
the computed RMnTpRdU.
It should also be lower than the
WSEL at Section 3.
This is Section 1.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.
This is Section 1.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 3 of the
downstream structure.

348(InlineWeir)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir); 351.6(Bridge)

Response 1

348.8(InlineWeir)

Response 1

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1

345(InlineWeir); 351(Bridge)

Response 1
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ST IF 07S4L

ST IF 07S4R

XS BO 01R

XS BO 02L

XS CT 01

XS CT 02

XS CT 04

This is Section 4.
Left Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
This is Section 4.
Right Ineffective flow option was
considered at this section.
However, it should be a fully
expanded cross section.
Ineffective flow stations and
elevations should be cleared from
this section, unless the areas
beyond the ineffective flow
stations
are not within the flow path of
the stream.
This message should be ignored if
this section is Section 2 of the
upstream structure.
Block Obstruction. Flow Code will
be "BR".
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the right bank
elevation.
Lower the block obstruction
elevation to the bank elevation
or provide an explanation.
This option is suitable to fill
isolated depression areas.
Multiple Block Obstruction.
The Flow Code will be MBL.
The block obstruction elevation
is higher than the left bank
elevation.
The ground elevation within the
block obstruction is lower than
the highest discharge WSEL.
The block obstruction is not
within the block ineffective flow
stations.
If it is, the ineffective flow
elevation is lower than the
highest discharge WSEL.
This option is suitable to
represent individual buildings
within the floodway.
Compute appropriate "n" values to
represent a group of buildings as
outlined in (USGS, 1977) or use
the Ineffective Flow option.
Water surface calculation
tolerance is $wstol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Critical depth calculation
tolerance is $cdtol$ . It should
be the default value of 0.01.
Flow tolerance factor is
$flowtol$ . It should be the
default value of 0.001.

351(InlineWeir)

Response 1

351(InlineWeir); 352(Bridge)

Response 1

340

Response 3

353

Response 3
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XS DC 02

XS DF 01R

XS IF 01L

Constant discharge used for the
entire profile for $assignedname$
flood.
At least two discharges should be
selected; one at the mouth and
the other at the middle of the
watershed
or above the confluence of a
tributary. Or provide
explanation why only one
discharge should be used. Other
flood frequencies should also be
checked.
Divided flow. Flow code will be
351.4; 352
DR.
The $assignedname$ flood
discharge has a divided flow.
The starting and ending stations
of the cross section should not
extend beyond the watershed
boundary of the studied stream.
Please review the extent of the
cross section.
If the cross section extends
beyond the watershed boundary
then the cross section needs to
be trimmed and the HEC-RAS
geometry file may need to be
recreated using a GIS program.
Or use the ineffective flow
option, if it has not been
considered, to limit the extent
of the cross section or to block
the divided flow area if it is a
local depression.
Flow code will be IL.
339.6; 342
The area left of the ineffective
flow station may be considered
effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Left
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the left ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffell$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area left of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
left of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.

Response 4

Response 3

Response 3
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XS IF 01R

XS IF 02L

XS LV 01L

XS LV 01R

XS LV 05L

Flow code will be IR.
The area to the right of the
ineffective flow station may be
considered effective.
The $assignedname$ WSEL of $wsel$
is higher than the ground
elevation $grelv$ of the Right
Ineffective Flow Station.
However, it is equal to or lower
than the right ineffective flow
elevation of $ineffelr$.
The lateral structure was not
modeled downstream of this River
Station.
Lower the ineffective flow
elevation to the ground elevation
to consider the area right of the
ineffective flow station as
effective, or model a lateral
structure if the overflow will
take a different flow path.
The ineffective flow elevation
could be accepted if the area
right of the ineffective flow
station is non conveyance.
Flow code will be MIL.
Multiple (block) Ineffective
Stations are selected for the
left overbank at this River
Station.
This is not Section 2 or Section
3 of Multiple Openings or
Multiple Culverts.
Please explain why the multiple
blocks ineffective flow option
was used. Consider using the
normal ineffective flow option.
The Left levee option is used at
this river station. It is more
than 100 feet from structure.
Freeboard is computed by
subtracting the 1%-annual-chance
WSEl from the levee crest
elevation.
Left Freeboard of $lfrbrd$ is
less than 3 feet. A without-levee
analysis needs to be conducted
since the freeboard does not meet
Part 65.10 requirements of the
National Flood Insurance Program
regulations (FEMA, 1986).
Please submit all the required
models for levees.
The Right levee option is used at
this river station. It is more
than 100 feet from the structure.
Freeboard is computed by
subtracting 1%-annual-chance WSEl
from the levee crest elevation.
Right Freeboard of $rfrbrd$ is
less than 3 feet. A without-levee
analysis needs to be conducted
since the freeboard does not
satisfy Part 65.10 of the
National Flood Insurance Program
regulations (FEMA, 1986).
Please submit all the required
models for levees.
The Left levee option is used at
this river station. The
$assignednameMin$ flood overtops
the levee.
The $assignednameMin$ flood WSEL
of $wselMin$ is higher than the
levee crest elevation of $grelv$.
The input Left Levee Elevation of
$leveeelvl$ is higher than the
$assignednameMax$ flood WSEL of
$wselMax$.
The Lateral Structure option or
other options should be used to
determine the proper With-levee
discharge and WSEL.

339.3

Response 3

343.3; 343.6

Response 3

341.5; 342; 342.9; 343; 343.3;
343.6; 344; 344.1

Response 6

342.3; 342.5

Response 9

341.5; 342; 343; 343.3

Response 6
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XS LV 05R

XS SW 01DK

The right levee option is used at 342.3; 342.5
this river station. The
$assignednameMin$ flood overtops
the levee.
The $assignednameMin$ flood WSEL
of $wselMin$ is higher than the
levee crest elevation of $grelv$.
The input Right Levee Elevation
of $leveeelvr$ is higher than the
$assignednameMax$ flood WSEL of
$wselMax$.
The Lateral Structure option or
other options should be used to
determine the proper With-levee
discharge and WSEL.
The name of the stream is
338.5
$streamname$.
The flow regime is subcritical or
mixed flow.
Starting WSEL is computed from
Known WSEL as the downstream
boundary
for $Assigned_Name$ flood.
Provide backup information on
Known WSEL or use energy slope as
the
downstream boundary.

Response 7

Response 2
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cHECk-RAS response number key
1. The bridge and inline structure data along with bound cross sections were taken directly
from the effective FIS.
2. Known WSELs have been extracted from the effective FIS at the downstream cross section.
3. These cross sections were either taken directly from the effective FIS, or have been created
in consistent manner as the effective FIS.
4. This is a truncated model with no tributaries entering the river, nor does the river feed any
rivers as a tributary. Therefore, only one flow at the upstream end is sufficient.
5. These cross sections represent the same floodplain area. Despite the flow being divided, the
cross sections properly model the conveyance of water during the event.
6. The left levee models the Ridgewood Levee Flood Control Project that has been accredited
by FEMA. This analysis doesn’t focus on this project, but includes it to reflect current
conditions.
7. The levee for this section is a floodwall. The floodwall was not in the LiDAR data used to
create this model, so the addition of the vertical levee feature to represent the floodwall
was deemed to be sufficient.
8. The Floodway alignment was taken directly from the effective FIS.
9. The without levee analysis is conducted in the corrected effective analysis.
10. The right levee models the Moorhead Country Club Levee Flood Control Project that has
been accredited by FEMA. This analysis doesn’t focus on this project, but includes it to
reflect current conditions.
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Exhibit D - Moorhead Country Club Levee
Technical Memorandum
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